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Fyre Gems are designed so that your fireplace will glow and sparkle in
a sea of vibrant, glistening flame. Their rounded and smooth surfaces
reflect the fire providing a unique hearth experience. Each Fyre Gem is
approximately 5/8” in diameter and is manufactured to withstand the
extreme heat and temperature variations in the fireplace without melting
or discoloring. Choose one, or several of our many available colors to
customize your fireplace or outdoor fire pit.
Black Pearl

GLG-**-J

Coral Reef

GLG-**-R

Mint

GLG-**-M

Platinum

GLG-**-P

Glacier

GLG-**-C

Deep Amber

GLG-**-A

NOTE: DUE TO THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS, THE COLOR VARIATION AND COLOR DENSITY WILL VARY AMONG THE FYRE GEMS.

FYRE G E M S

Emerald

Sapphire

GLG-**-E

GLG-**-S

Indigo Swirl

GLG-**-I

Black Granite

GLG-**-B

Champagne

GLG-**-D

Moss

GLG-**-O

Koi

GLG-**-K

Blue Topaz

GLG-**-T

** ADD “7” FOR 7.5 LB BAG, “10” FOR 10 LB BAG, OR “40” FOR 40 LB. CONTAINER

Crushed Fyre Glass shines radiantly throughout your entire fireplace and
creates a brilliant fire as flames reflect prismatically off the Fyre Glass’
multi-faceted surfaces. It is fully tempered “toughened” glass - fire tested
up to 1200°F by Peterson’s certified laboratory. Fyre Glass is formulated
to stay as radiant as the first day its installed and tolerate extreme
temperatures without melting or discoloring. Choose one or several of
our many available colors to customize your fireplace, or outdoor fire pit.
Azuria

Sapphire

GL-**-F

GL-**-S

Caribbean Blue Rfl.

Star Fyre

GL-**-NR

Black Reflective

GL-**-BR

GL-**-W

Bronze Reflective

GL-**-ZR

FYRE G L A S S

Azuria Reflective

Caribbean Blue

GL-**-FR

GL-**-N

Clear

GL-**-C

Emerald Reflective

GL-**-ER

Gold Reflective

GL-**-HR

Bronze

GL-**-Z

Black

GL-**-B

Emerald

GL-**-E

** ADD “7” FOR 7.5 LB BAG, “10” FOR 10 LB BAG, OR “40” FOR 40 LB. CONTAINER

GEO S H A P E S & R I V E R ROCK

Geo Shapes and River Rock add a dramatic flare to even the most modern
fireplace setting. Unique dimensions are created with architectural designs
of the multiple Geo Shapes. Made of high-heat resistant ceramics, River
Rock and Geo Shapes present a beautifully dramatic look when paired
with Fyre Glass or Fyre Gems.

DIAMONDS (GEO-DT-4)
Terracotta shown.

TETRAS (GEO-TS-4)
Slate shown.

CONES (GEO-CI-4)
Ivory shown.

OBELISKS (GEO-OT-2)
Terracotta shown.

*SPHERES (GEO-SS-4)
Slate shown.

*PYRAMIDS (GEO-PI-4)
Ivory shown.

GEO DOMES (GEO-HI-4)
Terracotta shown.

All Geo Shapes are available in three different colors: Slate, Ivory, and Terracotta.
*Spheres and Pyramids are also available in a set of 4 large Geo Shapes instead of the standard 2 large and 2 small (pictured).

Assorted River Rock

STN-10

with Sapphire Fyre Glass

Geo Shapes
with Gold Reflective Fyre Glass

Geo Shapes

GEO-HI-4 & GEO-PT-4

with Black Fyre Glass

GEO-SI-4 & GEO-TS-4

Slate River Rock
with Black Reflective Fyre Glass and Contemporary
Polished Stainless Steel Fireback (FBSP-24)

STN-10S

VENTED BURNERS EXCLUSIVELY FOR GLASS & GEMS
G45-GL
VENTED BURNER

The G45-GL Burner uses the Triple-T Burner system to provide front
flame, adding depth to the flame appearance. A precisely designed
perforated stainless steel Separator Screen is included:
• To disperse the flame evenly and quietly
• For correct and easy placement of sand or granules
• To support Fyre Gems and Fyre Glass placement
Sand or lava granules are included to quietly and evenly disperse
flame.
Available in sizes:
16”, 18/20”, 24”, 30”, 36”, 42”, 48” and 60”

Separator Screen

G45-GL shown

The G45-2-GL Burner system is for use in see-thru fireplaces and in
deep one-sided fireplaces. It provides three distinct burner pipes each
about 6 inches away from each other. It also uses a Separator Screen for
the same benefits as with the G45-GL

G45-2-GL
VENTED BURNER

Sand or lava granules are included to quietly and evenly disperse
flame.
Available in sizes:
16”, 18/20”, 24”, 30”, 36”, 42”, 48” and 60”
The PB Burner allows flames to shine throughout the entire pan.
Filled with sand or granules, it becomes the perfect base for Fyre
Gems or Fyre Glass.

PB
VENTED BURNER

The Burner system
is the engine that
makes your Fyre
Gems or Fyre Glass
achieve the most
beautiful fire available

Sand or lava granules are included to quietly and evenly disperse
flame.
Available in sizes:
16/18”, 20”, 24”, 30”, 36” and 42”
Ideal for see-thru fireplaces
All burners available in Natural or Propane Gas. Certain sizes available certified to ANSI standards.

NEW

G21 C O N T E M P O R A RY V E N T- F R E E B U R N E R
The G21 all stainless steel burner provides the most contemporary fyre glass system.
• “-12” on/off remote compatible valve with standing pilot.
• Certified to ANSI standards.

G21
VENT-FREE BURNER

Available in sizes:
18”, 24”, and 30”
Ideal for indoor and outdoor use.

The new G21 Vent-Free Contemporary Alternatives burner allows you to place Fyre Glass or Fyre Gems directly
onto the burner. There’s no need for sand or vermiculite when using this specifically engineered glass and gems system. It
features all stainless steel construction, an on/off remote-ready valve system, easy access hidden controls, a reflective panel
to make the flame look broader and deeper, sleek lines for a stylish modern look. Also certified as a vented burner system.

G21-GL-30-12 (shown)
Stainless Steel Gas Burner
MODELS AVAILABLE:
G21-GL-18-12 (18 inch)
G21-GL-24-12 (24 inch)
G21-GL-30-12 (30 inch)
G21 pictured with Gold Reflective Fyre Glass (GL-HR), Fireplace image has additional base of Clear Fyre Glass (GL-C)

Contemporary

Alternative

products combine
efficient design features with a stylish, modern look to enhance your
fireplace. While radiating heat and flame, they create an appearance
different than a traditional gas log set – one which is captivating and
spellbinding. These products are made by the R.H. Peterson Co., a
company known for providing beauty and warmth in American fireplaces
for over 60 years. Choose the right Contemporary Alternative Design
look for you:
• As a vented alternative to traditional gas logs (in your wood burning fireplace)
• As a vent-free alternative to traditional vent-free gas logs (in approved fireplaces)
• To accessorize your existing vented or vent-free gas log set
• To accessorize your new contemporary alternative product
• For decoration on the sides and in front of any fireplace
• In your fireplace with candles, candelabra
• In your Outdoor Campfyre pit or outdoor firepit
• They can be used in various applications, such as landscaping in your front
yard, backyard, floral vases, aquariums, and more.

All Contemporary Alternative products share with traditional gas
logs each of these wonderfully appealing features which include:
• Clean-burning
• Safe
• Variable Flame Option
• Instant on-off
• Pollution-free
• Convenient
• Economical

Cleanliness - Contemporary Alternatives are much cleaner to use and better for the
environment than traditional wood burning
Convenience - No more cleaning the fireplace of ashes or hauling wood.
Remote Control Options - Whether it’s electronic ignition, variable flame height, or an
on/off remote, we have the right option for you.
Economical to Use - Inexpensive natural gas or propane is less per hour than burning wood.
Environmentally Friendly - Studies have shown that burning wood in your fireplace produces
1000 times more pollutants and 200 times more carbon monoxide than burning gas.

PETERSON VENTED DECORATIVE GAS APPLIANCE
LIMITED WARRANTY

All Peterson burner assemblies are WARRANTED for TEN (10) YEARS
All Peterson glass is WARRANTED for FIVE (5) YEARS
SPK-26 controls are covered by a THREE (3) YEAR “All Parts” WARRANTY
All other Peterson valves, pilots, and controls are covered by a ONE (1) YEAR LIMITED
WARRANTY (excluding batteries)
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